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‘Chance Encounter’ by Darren Almond at Selfridges’ new art campaign State of the Arts © Matt Writtle

Melanie Gerlis JANUARY 18, 2019

As art galleries adapt their models, so art fairs also have to change. That is the view supported by
Anne Vierstraete, managing director of Art Brussels, who accordingly has created a new section for
this year’s contemporary art fair (Tour & Taxis, April 25-28). Called Invited, it will comprise a
younger generation of gallerists who organisers feel have broken the mould; their booth rental
(which averages about €10,000) will be covered by the fair. Ten galleries have accepted the offer so
far, including four who make up a shared space that opens in Brussels this week, called La Maison
de Rendez-Vous (namely LambdaLambdaLambda from Prishtina, Lulu from Mexico City, Misako
& Rosen from Tokyo and the Los Angeles gallery ParkView/Paul Soto, which opened in Brussels
last year). Also joining the fray is High Art gallery, a pioneering project-space-turned-gallery
founded by three young dealers in Paris in 2013, and the nomadic pop-up Ballon Rouge Collective.
Exhibitors will have “complete carte blanche” in what they show, Vierstraete says. Most of the
galleries in the new section have a bricks-and-mortar presence but, Vierstraete adds, she is open to
virtual galleries: “It’s more about what it means to represent artists today, so you don’t need to
have a physical space.”

There was surprise and dismay when organisers of the ninth Art Stage Singapore cancelled
their government-backed fair in the week before its January 24 opening at the Marina Bay Sands
complex. No reason was given but a statement from Lorenzo Rudolf, the fair’s president, says: “I
am forced to immediately stop the preparations for Art Stage Singapore 2019 . . . The given
circumstances, about which we shortly will inform you, unfortunately leave no other choice.”

The fair’s popularity seems to have been in freefall for a while — in 2017 it boasted 131 exhibitors,
while this year only 45 were due to show. Still, those who were going — whether regional or
international galleries — had naturally already organised shipping, flights and other logistics.
“Organisers are going to have to come up with a coherent explanation. We go out of our way to go
to fairs, because we make sales there, and Art Stage has historically been good for us. It’s
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disappointing, but I don’t think it’s indicative of wider problems in the Asian market, which is still
going strong,” says the London and Hong Kong gallerist Tanya Baxter.

All the work that she planned to show at the fair, including pieces by Francis Bacon, David
Hockney and Tracey Emin, arrived in Singapore on Monday, Baxter says. At time of writing, there
was no comment from the fair about covering expenses. A separate Facebook group of local
cultural businesses, called Art Stage SOS, has meanwhile formed to help those determined to travel
find a way to show in town this week.

One fair that has proved its staying power is the London Art Fair, whose 31st edition runs in
Islington’s Business Design Centre until Sunday. The event is still struggling to define itself,
offering a mishmash of items mostly of British Modern and contemporary art. Its forte, however, is
to show (and sell) works that are highly accessible to its local London crowd, with prices clearly
marked and often below £10,000.
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‘Tottenham: Sledging at Broadwater’ by Claudia Clare (2018)

A welcome addition to this year’s fair is the Platform section of four galleries showing ceramics, an
increasingly popular area of the market. It’s not particularly well situated on the claustrophobic
upper floor, but highlights include contemporary pieces by Jongjin Park (£300-£2,000) and Matt
Smith (up to £5,000), both at Cynthia Corbett gallery, and large painted vases by Claudia Clare at
Zuleika Gallery (up to £16,500). Ceramic pieces are also marked out through the fair’s 130-plus
galleries, including lovely Lucie Rie stoneware at Askew Art (1940s-70s, from £1,750).

The nervous, often provocative art of Egon Schiele has been very much on view since the
centenary of his death last year, including the ongoing Klimt/Schiele exhibition at London’s Royal
Academy (closes February 3). Now Sotheby’s is to sell one of Schiele’s rare paintings from a visit to
Trieste at its Impressionist & Modern evening auction in London on February 26. His 1912 oil
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painting “Triestiner Fischerboot” (Trieste Fishing Boat) hasn’t been on the market since it was
bought privately in 1962 and now comes with a £6m-£8m price tag and a third-party guarantee.

‘Trieste Fishing Boat’ (1912) by Egon Schiele

The Austrian artist visited Trieste in 1912, soon after he had been sentenced to prison on charges
including obscenity. The fishing boats may seem a gentler subject matter than his charged portraits
but, says Helena Newman, chairman of Sotheby’s Europe and head of its Impressionist and
Modern department: “Schiele’s subject matters without figures also have a very human element, he
puts his whole mood into them.”

Sotheby’s showed the painting in Hong Kong last week and now takes it to the Marriott Hotel in
Taipei (January 21-22).

Purists may sniff at the idea of art in a department store but State of the Arts, which opened
in Selfridges this month, is a refreshing ride. Thirteen of the London store’s famous windows are
showing works by the nine artists who are creating public works for London’s Elizabeth Line, a new
Underground route that is part of the Crossrail project due to complete this year. These include
Douglas Gordon, Darren Almond and Michal Rovner.

Inside the store are artist materials, editions and workshops provided by Cass Art as well as works
galleries have moved into Selfridges for sale. Among them are “Left Not Right” (2007), Gordon’s
gold cast of his hand (£250,000, Gagosian gallery) and a basketball net installation by John
Margaritis (“Broken Time”, Stems gallery, £115,000). State of the Arts runs until March 30, with
related initiatives in Selfridges in Birmingham and Manchester.

Follow @FTLifeArts on Twitter to find out about our latest stories first. Subscribe to FT Life on
YouTube for the latest FT Weekend videos

https://twitter.com/FTLifeArts
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG4Bnj7ZedwrnesSF7QjEAA
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